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Alstnact
The Llano, Texas, Mg-vermiculite, which is a normal 14 3 A phase, belongs to space
g r o u p C 2 / c r v i t h o : 5 . 3 4 9 , b : 9 . 2 5 5 , c : 2 8 . 8 9 A , a n d B : 9 7 o 0 7 , . T h e s t r u c t u r e h a s b e e nr e fined by three-dimensional least squares analysis, using 822 observed reflections, to an R
value oI 9.10/6.
The twoJayer structure is difierent than that found for vermiculite from Kenya b1,
Mathieson and walker (1954) and corresponds to their hypothetical stacking sequence s
There is an L type shift $'ithin each talc sheet of -of 3 parallel to the symmetry plane.
Alternate layers are displaced relative to one another bv -lb/3 and -b/3 parallel to the y
axis. There are occasional mistakes in these regular bf3 displacements.
Tetrahedral ordering of Si, Alisindicated bysignificant difierencesin the mean T-O
bond lengths and in the tetrahedral cation temperature factors. The talc network is distorted by 5.7oplanar rotations of the tetrahedra towards the nearest interlal'er water molecules.
The exchangeable cations, lvhich tie midway between the talc sheets, are 1ocated in
only one out of the three available octahedral interlayer sites. This site is positioned
vertically between the ordered Ai tetrahedra of the talc sheets above and beiou'. Tbis pattern of local charge balance should be the most stable configuration possible, so that in the
ideal case the positions of the exchangeable cations will tend to be controlled directly b1'
the sites of AI for Si substitution. The r,vater molecules, rvhich form hydration shells about
the exchangeable cations, are distributed randomly over the three sets of anion positions in
the interlayer octahedral sheet.
Llano vermiculite has formed by surface weathering of a parent lM phlogopite, for
which the accepted space group of c2/m does not permit tetrahedral ordering Either this
space group is in error or surface weathering is more effective in producing cation order than
heretofore realized.

INrnoructroN
The structure of vermiculite was first studied b1'Gruner (1934), who
c h o s e a m o n o c l i n i cu n i t c e l l w i t h o : 5 . 3 , b : 9 . 2 , c : 2 8 . 5 i - 2 8 . 7 7 A ,
0:97" 09', and spacegroup Cc or C2/c. Gruner showedfrom consideration of powder pattern intensitiesthat the structure must consistof talc
sheets,between which lie double planes of water moleculesoccupying a
spacenearly equal to that of the brucite sheet in the chlorite structure.
Hendricks and Jefferson(1938o)confirmed Gruner's generalconclusions
by single crystal study, and suggestedthat vermiculites have partialiy
random displacementsof structural lavers parallel to the Y axis. Henricks and Jefferson(1938r) further postulated a hvpothetical arrangement of the interlayer water molecules in planar hexagonal rings with
I Present address:Department of Geology, Kyushu
University, Fukuoka, Japan.
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the oxygenof each water being tetrahedrally bonded to four neighboring
oxYgensthrough hydrogen atoms. Alternate water moleculesin each of
the two interlayer planesbond to the adjacent talc surfaces'No provisions for exchangeablecation sites were made in any of these earliest
studies.
Later studiesby Mathieson and Walker (1954), Grudemo (1954),and
Nlathieson (1958) have dernonstratedthat the water moleculesand exchangeablecations occup) definite sitesin the interla).erspace.Mathie.o.r u.td Walker (1951) and Nlathieson (1958), who studied a "14.36 A
phase" Mg-r'ermiculite from Kenva, showed that the talc tetrahedral
networks are distorted from regular hexagonsby planar rotations of the
tetrahedra. The exchangeableNIgz+ .urtotts lie in a plane midway between adjacent talc sheetsand have a plane of water moleculeson each
side. Thus, the interlayer material takes the form of an incompleteoctahedral sheet,similar to the brucite sheetin chlorite but with only l/9 ol
the cation sites and 2/ 3 of the anion sites filled in the specimen studied.
The availabie diffraction data do not specify which of these fixed sites
are actually occupied in adjacent r.rnitcells. Mathieson and walker favor
a dynamic svstem allowing cation and anion migration between the available positions. They further suggest a tendency to maintain a regular,
hexagonal distribution of the occupied cation sites as a result of mutual
repulsion, with the water clustering around the occupied sites as octahedral hydration shells. Every water molecule is linked by a hydrogen
bond to an oxlrgenin the nearesttalc surface,but no attraction was believed to exist between the exchangeablecations and the talc surfaces.
This postulated interlamellar structure is quite different from that of
Hendricks and Jefferson.
Bradley and Serratosa (1960) have suggestedanother modification
of the interlamellar region. This model retains the tetrahedrally bonded
planar lvater nets of Hendricks and Jefferson but disposesthem differenti1,-to form an incomplete octahedral sheet in which only certain water
moleculesfurnish hydrogen bonds to the talc surfaces.The pattern of
occupancv postulated would create a base centered superstructureextending laterally over three cellsfor the lower observedlevels of exchangeable cations and a regular arrav over one cell for the highest level of
exchange.The orderly arrays are not believedto extend throughout the
entire crr,stal.
Nlathieson and Walker deduced that two stacking sequences,designated q and r, occur with equal probability in the Kenya vermiculite.
Two other possible stacking sequences,designated p and s' were considered but were found to be excluded by the diffraction data for their
specimen.In the presentstudy vermiculitesfrom Llano, Texas,and New
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Canaan, Connecticut, have been found to have the s type of layer sequence. Although reflections with k+3n are diffuse in all vermiculites,
the reflectionsfor the Llano vermiculite are sufficientll' good to permit a
three-dimensionalstructure determination. The results of refinement
show the structure within the layers of the Kenya and Llano vermiculites
to be quite similar despite their difierent stacking arrangements. The
additional detail furnished by the three-dimensional data demonstrate
tetrahedral cation ordering for the Llano vermiculite with definite control of the location of the exchangeablecation b-v the sites of Al substitution within the adjacent tetrahedral sheets.
ExppntlrBNter,
The vermiculite used in this studl' comes from the Texas Mines magnesite quarrlr near Llano, Texas, and was obtained through the courtesy
of Dr. M. L. Jackson.Haaseet al. (1963)have studied the orientation of
organic moleculesin the interlayer region of Llano vermiculite, but do
not give details of the silicate portion of the structure. The vermiculite
forms by the surface weathering of phologopite contained in a dolomite
and magnesitemarble (Clabaugh and Barnes, 1959). It is unusual in
that it is essentially iron-free. It is white in color with a pearly luster.
Foster (1963) lists the composition of the talc portion of the Llano
vermiculite as
-1.14
- 1.00
+0.14
orAl6
tu;,ee(Sis
86AL
u)Oro(OH)z
[Mg:srFes+o
I
She Iists the interlayer cation content as (l,Igo.oa2+Ko.or)
and the cation
exchangecapacity as 195-200meq/100 g. Bradley and Serratosa(1960)
cite the interlayer water content for the same sample as 4.72 IJ2O.
A small section0.2X0.3X0.1 mm, cut from a larger cleavageflake and
carefully pressedflat, was used to obtain the experimental data. All data
refer to the flake in its natural state without further hydration or cation
exchange.Accurate cell dimensions obtained by the d method of Weisz,
C o c h r a n ,a n d C o l e ( 1 9 4 8 )a r ea : 5 . 3 4 9 + 6 , b : 9 . 2 5 5 I 1 0 ,c : 2 8 . 8 9+ 2 A ,
P : 9 7 " 0 7 t + 0 6 ' , d ( 0 0 1 ): 2 8 . 6 7 A , a n d V : l 4 l g . 2 A t . T h e D r e p e a t d i s tance of 9.255A is longer than that of 9.18 A given b1,-both Hendricks
and Jefferson(1938o)and by Mathieson and Walker (1954),but agrees
with the recent data of 9.222 to 9.262h given by Radosiovich(1962)for
vermiculite. The measured and calculated densitiesare D*:2.19 and,
D*:2.22 g/cm3 respectively.A different section was cut from the same
large cleavageflake for optical study. Refractive indices measured on a
universalstageusing double variation ated.-- 1.520+ I and B:y:1.5304
*5. The optic angle 2V is small but not exactly 0o, varying vetween 5o
and 15oacrossthe large cleavageflake.
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Intensity data for 822 observedreflectionswere collectedbt'means of
multiple film pack Weissenbergphotographs ol the h)l through h6l and
0fr1 through 2kl reciprocal levels, taken with CuKa radiation. The intensities were estimated visually by comparison with a standard multiple
scaleand correctedfor the Lorentz and polarization factors. An absorption correction,which was small, was made by a graphical means based
on the transmissionfactors calculatedby Joel, Vera, and Garaycochea's
(1953) method. The reflectionsoccur only for h+k:2n. There is also a
systematicrelation between the k, I indices and the nature of the reflection as follows:
k:O,3n
h:0,3n

tr-*2n
l:2ntl

sharp(spot)
absent

kl3n
kl3n

l:2n
l:2n*1

very diffuse (streaking parallel to Zx)
slightly difiuse (lenticular shape elongated parallel to Z*)

Two spacegroups, C2/c and Cc, are consistent with the observeddata.
The N(z) statistical test for a center of s1'mmetry (Howells et al., 1950)

x hol
o h3I,
+ h6t

N(z) 7c

x hll
o h21
!l hlI'(colc.l

o

20

40

60

80

loo

z'1"
Irrc. 1. N(z) test for center of symmetry. Numbers of reflections used are (in parentheses):
hol (98), h3t (90), h6I (67), hrt (rr9), h2I (137), hrt' caIc. (r87).
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$'as applied in an attempt to determine the exact spacegroup. The distribution of observedintensitiesfor the k:3n reflectionsfalls between
the theoretical distributions for centrosymmetric and non-centrosymmetric structures (Fig. 1o), but that for the kl3nreflections falls closer
to that for a non-centrosvmmetricstructure (Fig. 1b). Theseresultsmight
Iead one to infer the s1'mmetrv to be non-centrosvmmetric,becausea
hypersl'mmetrv effectdue to the many atoms that repeat at 6/3 intervals
must be taken into accountfor the fr:32 reflections.
It was believedthat there might be some uncertaintl. in the N(z) test
becausekl3n reflectionswith l:2n could not be measuredat high 0
values due to their diffusenessand weakness.To test the effect of their
omissionan N(a) test was made for all calculated/z1lintensitieswithin
the diffraction sphere for copper radiation, using a centrosymmetric
vermiculite model as the basis of calculation. Surprisingly,these points
also lie between the centrosvmmetricand non-centrosymmetriccurves
(Fig. 1b). The P(1) test of Ramachandranand Srinivasan(1959)applied
to the observedintensities likewise gave inconclusiveresults. The fact
that the distribution of observedintensitiesin the N(z) test is quite close
to that of the intensitiescalculatedfrom a centrosymmetricmodel, however, suggeststhat the svmmetrv is centrosl'mmetric.The anomaliesin
the tests may be due to the imbalanceof the electron densitiesbetween
the two octahedralsheets.The symrnetrv was inferred to be centrosymmetric for purposesof the structure determination, and space group
C2f c tloaschosen.The subsequentrefinement of the structure showed
that this spacegroup is correct within experimentalerror.
SrnucrunB DnrrinlrrNAuoN AND RrrrlrnuoNt
As describedin the previoussection,there are systematicdifferencesin
the sharpness or diffusenessof reflections having different hkl values.
Reflectionswith ft:3n and I even are sharp;thosewith I odd are missing.
Reflectionswrth k+3n and I even are drawn out into streaksparallel to
theZ* axis;those with I odd are also drawn out, but the streaksare much
shorter than those with I even. This situation is quite analogousto that
in hexagonalcobalt (Wilson, 1949),so that the broadeningof the reflections with kl3n is consideredto be due to stacking disorder,with mistakes of D/3 displacementoccnrringparallei to the Y axis.
Considerableerror mav be introduced into measurementof the diffuse
reflectionsb1' a visuai estimate of spot density, and a correctionfor degreeof diffuseness
is desirableto place all intensitieson the samescale.A
direct correction is difficult in practice, so we have made a correction
based on comparisonwith values calculatedfrom the substructureafter
refinementusing A:32 reflectionsalone.Thus, the structure was refined
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in two stages.First the substructurewas refined as far as possibleusing
285 k:3n reflections.Then, after a diffusenesscorrection, all 822 reflections were used in a detailedrefinementof the entire structure.
The structure anaiysiswas carried out using the Larson-Cromerfull
matrix least squares and Fourier summation programs (Los Alamos
Scientif,cLaboratory) as modifiedby J. J. Finney and R. A. Eggletonfor
use on the Wisconsin CDC 1604 computer. All the reflections were
weighted arbitraril.v in the least squaresrefinement by assigningsmaller
weights to the reflectionswith very small or very large F values, and very
small weights to some potentialiy unreliable kl3n reflections. The intensity estimations for these latter reflections were difficult becausethey
occur adjacent to strong diffuse reflections.Unobservedreflectionswere
weighted zero.
The general agreement of the intensities of the ft:3ra reflections of the
Llano vermiculite with those of Hendricks and Jefferson(1938a)and of
X.,Iathieson
and Walker (1954),allowingfor differentindicesb)'Hendricks
and Jeffersondue to a different selectionof unit cell, proves that the [010]
projections of these vermiculites are very similar. There{orethe atomic
must be very similar for the
arrangementwithin one vermiculite la-v*er
three specimensinvolved. Least squares refinement of one vermiculite
layer, which has symmetry C2f m, was initiated from the ideal hexagonal
r and y coordinatesand from the z coordinatesand isotropic temperature factors obtained by X'Iathieson(1958). The refinement procedure
was similar to that used by Shirozu and Bailey' (1965) for an orthohexagonal 16 chlorite having semirandom layer stacking. The atoms
repeating at intervals of D/3 were grouped together and their )' parameters were fixed at the ideal coordinates.The other positional and isotropic thermal parameterswere allowed to vary, as were the numbers of
the exchangeablecations and interlayer waters. Repeated cycles of refinement were run until the reliability factor was reducedto R:10.5(%'
The results of the initial refinement show that the interla-verpositions
+a(HzO)s
s
are occupieda little lessthan originally assumed,namely N'Ig2+o
instead of trIg2+6u(HrO)uo. Distortion of the talc tetrahedral network is
also shown. The positional and temperature parameters obtained are
listed in Tabte 1. The positionalparametersare transformedso as to correspond to those of the final two-layer structure. In order to use the
standard orientation of space grotry C2/c the origin must be placed at
\[grv, which is on a center of symmetry in the interlayer region. These
substructurecoordinateswere used to calculatestructure amplitudesfor
correctionand to initiate further refinement.
the diffuseness
The diffusenesscorrection for the hl3n reflections was made in the
following way. F"/F" values of reflectionsbelonging to the same re-
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ciprocal rod parallel toZ* and having the sameparity of I (even or odd)
were plotted with respect to l. A best fit curve was drawn through the
points to give the correction coelicient to be applied to Fo for a given I
value. Little or no correction is needed lor l) 20, but the F./F" ratio
changesprogressivelyalong each reciprocalrod b1' 20 to 50 per cent as I
decreases.The correction thus servesto place the diffuse kl3n reflections on about the samescaleas the sharp ft:32. reflections.
I{athieson and Walker (1954)showedthat there are four possibletwolayer structures, namely p, q, r, and s, that contain the type of vermiculite
Ia-verobservedand that belong to spacegroups C2/c or Cc. Comparison
of caiculated and observed structure amplitudes for the kl3n reflections
eliminated all of these but the .sstructure for the Llano vermiculite. In
addition, careful examination of the structr.rreamplitudes of the refiecTenrr

1. Lernn

PareuBrpps

DrrBnuNnn

rN Frnsr Srecn or RolrNcurNr

Atom

Mglv,o)
(HrO)r,n,nr
0rrr,n'
Or.
Tr,u
Or,rr(OH)r
Mgr,n,rrr

.0
3581
.3561
.5600
.t032
.t417
.0

0,G)
0,+,3
. 0 7 1 5 ,5 9 5 2
I

3

0,3
n
v r? 1

3t
115
6t 2t

3
6

.0
o407
.1341
.1340
. l.)+o

.2126
.25

2.69
6.12
1. 8 4
I.93
1.01
1. 1 5
0 .8 7

tions with kl3n arrdI even indicated that the exchangeablecations are
presentin onlv one of the three possibleinterlayer octahedralpositions.
They occupy slightly less than half of site Mrv, which is a center of symmetry at the origin of the unit cell.
At the start of the secondstage of refinementall of the parametersof
the talc sheet were fixed and the configuration of the interla.ver was examined by allowing the interlayer populations to vary as well as the
positional and thermal parameters.The results show:
1) a slight {urther decrease of the interlayer population to Mgo ar(tlzO)r_2, 2) even distribution of the lvater molecules over the three non-equivalent sets of anion positions, 3)
displacements of the water molecule sites to form a ditrigonal rather than hexagonai distribution, 4) decrease of the thermal parameters of the water molecules, and 5) concentration of the excbangeable cations in the unique site Mry with the other two sites being vacant.

As a next step in the refinement all the populations were fixed and all
the positional and isotropic thermal parametersin the entire structure
were aliowed to vary. In this step ordering of the tetrahedral cations was
demonstrated. Finall,"-, becauseof anistropy seen in po and p.-p" [010]
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electron density maps, three least squarescycleswere run to determine
anisotropicthermal parametersfor the interlayer water molecules.The
final reliability factors were R:9.8/efor the k:3n reflections,R:7.97o
for those wtth kl3n, and R:9.1/6 overall. Table 2 contains the final
atomic coordinatesand temperature factors with their standard deviations. Table 3 contains bond lengths and angles computed from these
l
coordinates.
Tletn

2. FrNar PostrroNet .q,NoToupTRATURE Paneunrens
wtru Suxl-lno
DnvrartoNs
o\.x)

4Mgr
4 Mgrr
4 Mgrn
8 Tr
8 Trr
8 Or
8 Orr
8 (OH)r
8 Orrr
8 Orv
8 Ov
4 Mgrv
8 (HzC)r
8 (HzO)rr
8 (HrO)rl

o
0
o
.1042
1026
1.421
1410
r42o
.3579
3529
.s593
(Mgo !
0
(0 62HzO) .3363
(0 62HzO) .3515
(0.62HrO) 3832
Brr

(HzO)r

(HzO)rr

(HrOhrr

0
o
o
0007
0007
0028
0018
.0019
0023
0018
0014
0
0050
0045
.0040

oly)

16J8
4997
8332
- 0003
6617
0039
6683
3380
0697
5964
3316
.0
-.0264
.3274
6520

z

0 0 11
0010
0011
.0007
0015
0014
0018
.0024
.0016
.0016
.0021
0
oo32
0045
.0040

25
2s
25
154.5
-1547
.2132
.211,3
2129
1338
.1346
1339
.0
0397
041,2
.o4t4

1r(Bu))
0601
( 0183)

Bzz
(o(Br))
0242
(.0092)

Baa
(,(Bs))
.0006
( 000.5)

Brr
(o(Bu))
-.0024

.0768
( 0142)

o226
(.0073)

.0007
( 0003)

-.0187

0686
( 012s)

.02i-6
(.0106)

0006
(.0003)

-

o(z)

0
o
0
.oo02
0001
0004
0003
0004
.0004
.0004
0003
0
0006
.0005
0005

B

96
82
.86
1 23
83
83
1 05
| 2t
2 09
2.0r
| 94
230
(4.2s)*
(s 1s)*
(4.53)*

a(B)

.16
.27
.15
.09
01
.35
.21
.23
.26
-26
.14
.29
( at1"
(.56)*
(.s3)*

Brs
1a(Br))
.0036
( 004s)

1"(Br))
-.0036

(.020s)

. 0 0 11
( 003s)

-.0037
( oo22)

0181
(.0226)

0067
( 0033)

-.0034

( 0246)

Bza

( 0027)

(.0027)

* Derived lrom isotropic refinment,

Becausethere was somequestionas to the correct spacegroup for vermiculite, refinement was also attempted in space group Cc. The coordinates of the oxygensin Table 2 wereoffset to make the structure acentric,
and repeated least squares refinement cycles were run using all reflections. Although the refinement converged to an acentric answer, the re1 A table listing the final F. and F" values has been deposited as Document
No. 8930
with the American Documentation Institute, Auxiliary Publications Project, Photoduplication Service, Library of Congress, Washington 25, D. C. Copies may be secured by citing
the document number, and remitting 91.25 for photoprints or $1.25 for 35 mm.
microfilm. Advance payment is required.

Tesrn 3. INrrnerourc DrsreNcos wrru SteNoeto Dnvrerroms rN
A nNo BoNo ANcr,nsrN Drcnlns
Bond length

Bond length

Tr-or*
-orrr
-orv
--Ov

around

.014
014
013
013

1 682
1 680
1 672
| 673

Mean

or*-orrr
or*-orv
otLov
orrl-orv
onrol'
orv-ol
Mean

Trr-orr*
-orrr
-orl
-Ov

| 624
1.629
1 650
1 663

Mean

1 641

.013
015
014
014

orr*-orl
on*-orv
orr*-Q.
Orrr-Orv
Orl-Or.
ow-ov
Mean

Ms-Or
-Orr
(oH)

2 O26X2
2 O99X2
2.128X2

Mean

014
.o12
015

2 O84
2.071X2
2 113X2
2 O42X2

Mgrr-Or
-Orr
-(oH)

Mgrlr-Or
-Orr
-(oH)

2-100X2
2 087X2
2 076X2

Mean

Mean

2 024X2
2.1.99X-2
| 997X2

2 732
around T11
2 702
2.695
2 689
2.657
2 653
2 683

017
o17
ot7
018
.018
017

2 680
around M91
3.078,3077,2792X2.
3 092X2
l

1nt

l

rn,

r qt<vlE

2 .1 66<

2 778t
around Mg11
3 . 0 7 8, 3 . 0 7 7, 2 . 7 9 2 X 2 E ,
3.085,3.083,2.i64X2<
3 058X2
2 848E
2 7788
around Mg111
3 106X2
3 085, 3 083, 2.761X2t
3.IO2,3102,2825X2E
2.766.
2 848t
around M1y

.014
.012
.015

Ororr
or(oH)
Ou-(OH)
or-or
On-orr

025
027
.024

( H z O ) r - ( H r O ) r r2 . 9 3 o X 2 , 3 . 0 4 6 X 2 :
(HrO)r-(HrO)rl 2.938X2,2.745X21
( H r O ) r r - ( H r O ) r r3r. 0 0 9 X 2 , 2 . 9 3 1 X . 2 t

.018
.020
.019
019
.o2t
.018
.020
.019
.o17
.02l
.018
.o20
.019
.019
.0t7

.036
.035
.036

2 Oi3
around

O111-(HzO)1
Orv-(HzO)tn
Ov (H:O)rr
Mean

018
.018
.018
018
018
o17

or-orr
Or(OH)
on-(oH)
or-orr
(oH)-(oH)

2 088

Mgrv-(HzO)r
-(HrO)rr
-(HrO)rrr

2 759
2 723
2.781
2 715
2.722
2 689

.014
.o12
.015

2 o75

Mean

Or-Orr
Or-(OH)
On-(OH)
oror
(oH)-(oH)

-f1

2 850
2 764
2.769

vacant

octahedral

sites

.036
035
.036
035
.038
.034

.028
.027
.o29

2 794
O1*-T1-O11
O1*-T1-Ory
Ori-Tr-Ov
Orrr-Tr-On
Qn-TrOv
Ow-Tr-Ov

Angle
110 28
109 28
l1.l 99
108 92
108.56
107.74
109.46

j :apical
oxygen,
<:edge
shared by two octahedra.

Ort*-Trr-Orl
Orr*-Tn-Orv
OrrLTn-Ov
O11-T11-O1y
Orrr-TrOv
On'-T1y-O\'
Mean

Angle
1L2-29
110 84
lo9 19
108 25
107 35
108 18
109 45

Angle
T1-Ory-T11 136.42
137 98
Tr-Ow-Trr
Tr-Ov-Trr
136.76
Mean

137 05
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;ulting structure was not reasonable.Variation in T-O bond lengths up
to 0.26 A were found within the same tetrahedron.Becausea similar refinementusing F"u1"insteadof Fo6"valuesconvergedback to the centros)rmmetricstructure, it is concludedthat the experimentalFor,"data are
not adequateto distinguishbetween C2/c and Cc due to the diffuseness
oI hl3n reflections.
Srnucrun-q.r,Dnrans
The vermiculitesthat have beenstudied to date all have the sametype
of structural layer, in which the interlayer octahedralsheetis placed on
the talc sheetin the same wav as in the particular t1'peof chlorite layer
that has been designatedIo b-v-Bailey and Brown (1962). The Ia layer
t1'peis characterizedbv vertical superpositionof 1) the talc tetrahedral
cations and the interlayer cations and 2) the talc octahedralcations and
the interlal.er anions. When the Ia vermiculite la1'erforms a two-iayer
structure b)' means of a c glide operation there are four"possibleways of
stacking the layers, designatedP, Q,r, and s by nlathieson and Walker
( 195,+)
.
The Llano vermiculite describedhere has the stacking sequences. In
the terminologl' of Bailey and Brown for chlorites the s structure is an
alternation oI Ia-4 and Io-6 lavers with an L type shift within each talc
sheet of - a,/3 parallel to the svmmetry plane. 'Ihis sequenceincorporates
shifts of alternatelayersrelative to one another b:, -lb/3 and - b/3 along
the Y axis. The layer displacementsare primarily regular.Becauseof the
nature of the broadening of the reflections with kl3n, however, the
alternations of plus and minus in the bI 3 displacementsare believed to include somerandom mistakes.The stacking sequencesq and r, related to
one another b1'a shift ol b/3, were fonnd to occur with equal probability
in the Kenva vermiculite. These two structures also invoive Io-4 and
Ia-6 lavers, but with alternating N,{and N shifts within the talc sheets
at f 60oto the s1'mmetry plane.
The results of refinement of the Ilano vermiculite indicate that the
tzr"lc
tetrahedralnetwork is distorted by rotations of the tetrahedrain the
(001) plane b1.an averageangle of 5.7o,as shown in Figure 2. This angle
is just slightli. Iarger than that found by l{athieson and Walker (1954)
and by Nlathieson(1958)for the Ken-u*a
vermicuiite.A predictedangleof
tetrahedral rotation calculatedfrom the observed6 parameter and the
tetrahedralbasal ox-vgen-oxygendistances(Brown and Bailey, 1963)is
6.0o,which agreescloselywith the observedvalue of 5.7o.The direction
of rotation is such that each basal oxygen moves towards the position of
the nearest 'water molecule in the adjacent interlayer space, exacti-v
analosousto the situation in chlorite.
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talc oxygens and interlayer v'ater moleculeshave shifted in the (001) plane b1'amounts indicated by arrows. Interlayer cations are below the Tr sites Water molecule triads (dotted)
are rotated about the exchangeablecations by an average angle of 3.3o.

Tetrahedral cation ordering is indicated by the differencein the average bond lengths of the T1 and T1y tetrahedra (Table 3) and alsoin the
thermal parametersof the Tr and T11 cations (Table 2). The average
standard deviations of the individual atoms were used to derive the
standard deviation of the error of an individual T-O bond length (0.013
to 0.015 A range) and the standard error of the mean of the four distances
within eachtetrahedron (0.0062and 0.0070A). fne observeddifierenceof
0.032A betweenthe mean T-O bondsis 3.3 times the standarddeviation
unit, and is therefore highly significant statistically. An averagetetrahedral scatteringfactor r,vasused for each tetrahedron during the course
of refinementso that no assumptionwould be made as to Si,Al ordering.
The resultant signifi.cantlylarger B value for Tr than for T1y (1.23 compared to 0.83) indicates a concentrationof Al in site T1, in agreement
with the larger T-O bond lengths around that site. Brown and Bailey
(1965)have shown a similar, but larger,differencein the temperaturefactors of the ordered tetrahedral cationsin maximum microcline.This dif-
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ference disappearswhen the correct scattering factors are used for each
cation.
The mean T-O distanceis known to vary nearly linearly with the
tetrahedral Si,Al composition. Application of the standard values of
S i - O : l . 6 2 A a n d A l - O : 1 . 7 7A s u g g e s t e d
f o r l a y e r s i l i c a t e sb y S m i t h
and Bailey (1963) indicates that
Tr-O

:

1.673 A is equivalent to Sio arAlors

and
ft-O

:

1.641 i\ is equivalent to Sio.soAlo
u.

The averageof 1.657A one. all tetrahedral sites gives Si3oAIr o for one
formula unit. This total contains slightly lessAl than the SizeoAlrr+value
resulting from chemical analysis of a different specimen from the same
locality (Foster, 1963). This differencebetween the analyzed composition and that deduced from the mean T-O bond length is not as great as
in the case of the Kenya vermiculite, discussed b1' Smith and Bailey
(1963), and is of no statistical significanceaccording to the errors of the
present investigation.
h.ttnnravpn RrcroN
Locol chargebalance.By allowing the population of the interlayer region
to vary during least squares refinement, is was determined that 0.41
atoms of N{g2+occupy statistically one of the three available octahedral
sites. A less accurate one-dimensionalelectron density summation indicated 0.36 X'Ig2+atoms. These totals are less than the 0.49 interlayer
atoms allocated from the chemical analysis,but are believed to be correct
for our specimen.A cation exchangecapacity of 156 meq/100 g. was determined for our sampleby Raman (1965).This correspondsto an interlayer population of Mg2+oas,very closeto our r-ray results.
The exchangeablecation is in the Mrv site on a symmetry center at the
origin and is located vertically between equivalenL Tr sites in the talc
tetrahedral sheetsabove and below. In this way the positive charge of the
exchangeableMg2+ is Iinked directly to and is balanced by the excess
negative charge on the Tr tetrahedra due to the ordered substitution of
Al for Si. It should be noted that local charge balance of this type wouid
not be realizedif either the tetrahedral Al or the interlayer Mgz+ were to
occupy the alternative sites, T11and Mgv respectively.
The maximum Si,Al order permitted in space grotry C2/c amounts to
and Sir.oAlo6 in the two tetrahedra. Reducedsymmetry would
Sio.rAlo..r
permit complete order within a single unit cell. There is no diffraction
evidence for a primitive cell, however, and attempted refinement in
space group Cc was unconclusive for our specimen. If the true space
group is C2/c the observed pattern of local charge balance must be a
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statistical averagefor the Tr and l,{rv sites over ail unit celis.The s1'mmetrv of the individual ceilsmust be lower than C2/c to avoid fractionai
tetrahedral atom types.
Although tetrahedral substitution mav exceed 1.0 Al per 4.0 tetrahedral sites, the maximum net layer charge that can be satisfiedb1' the
local charge balancemechanismis limited by the structure to one electrostatic charge per formula unit, equivalent to NIg2+oro exchangeable
cations. llost vermiculiteshave a net charge smaller than this, judging
by observedcation exchangecapacities.This smaller chargeis achieved
in manv vermiculitesb1' oxidation of octahedralferrous iron and in the
caseof the iron-freeLlano vermiculite probabll-by h-vdroxylationof O to
f ) H , a s d i s c r r s s ei nd t h e n e x ts e c t i o n .
Xlathieson and Waiker (1954) deducedfrom considerationof the distorted octahedra of water moleculesthat the IIg2+ would probably occupv onll'one of the three availableinterleryercation sitesin the Kenva
vermiculite also, but did not believe that there would be anv direct
electrostaticinter:rction between the exchangeablecations and the talc
surface oxvgens. It is possible,however, that the same sort of local
chargebalanceexistsin their specimenbecausethel' did not examinethe
possibiiitv of Si,Al ordering. All Ia structures have the same vertical
superpositionof tetrahedral and interlayer cations that will permit this
t1'peof local chargebalance.Becansethis is the most stableconfiguration
possible,the positionsof the exchangeablecationsshould tend to be controlled bi. the sitesof Al for Si substitution in the ideal case.Brown and
Bailey (1963) have demonstrated a similar case of Si,Al ordering and
local chargebalance lor a Ia chlorite, in which ali of the trivalent octahedral cations are concentratedin the brucite sheet on the unique site
betlveenordered'fr tetrahedra above and below.
The Io chlorite structure is beiieved to be less stable than the ID and
IIb structuresbecauseof cation repulsionbetween the superposedtetrahedral and brucite cations.It has been identilied in only a few specimens
in the IIg-Fe system.Powder patterns indicate that most, if not all, vermiculites have a Ia t1'pelayer. In the caseof vermiculite the amount of
cation repulsionis minimized by the small number of interlayer cations
and bv their concentration in the particular site where the best local
charge balance can be obtained. Shirozu and Bailey (1965) have tabulated ail of the repulsive and attractive forces within the four tvpes of
chlorite la1,'ers.
It can be seenfrom their chart that the Io structure would
be the most stable of the four arrarngements
if the tetrahedral cationbrucite cation repulsiveeffectwere eliminated,as in vermiculite.
l[ater molecules.It was also found by least squaresrefinement in this
stndv that 0.62 water moleculesstatisticallv occuDv ezrchof the three
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sets of interlayer anion sites,for a total ol 3.72 H2O per formula unit. A
less accurate one-dimensionalelectron density summation indicated
3.7+}J2O.Thesetotals are not consistentwith the allocationoI 4.72HzO
from chemical analysis and 5.10 HzO from thermogravimetric analysis
of a different sample from the same locality by Bradlev and Serratosa
(1960).Three possibleexplanationsof the discrepancycan be suggested.
1) The discrepancycan be reducedby distributing additional hydrogen
either over the interlayer water sites to form mixed Hzo and Heo+ species
or over the talc oxygensto form mixed O: and OH- species.Experimental
study of the Llano vermiculite by Raman and Jackson (1966) suggests
that HgO+ is not presentbut that some hydroxylation of O to OH does
occur. Although it is probable that hydroxyiation has been operative in
decreasingthe net layer charge from that appropriate for the parent
phlogopite (- 1.00) to that observedfor the Llano vermiculite (-0.82),
the magnitude of this decreasecan account for only one tenth of the discrepancy in interlayer water.
2) The differencebetweenanalyzedand observedwater content, about
one moleculeper formula unit, may representwater displacedso far from
the average HzO sites that it forms a diffuse background of electron
density that cannot be integrated by least squares analysis. This would
be the case for water in the process of active diffusion betweenthe
average sites. Examination of 2-dimensional and 1-dimensional electron
density difference maps does not provide any evidence to support the
existenceof extra water of this type.
3) Only 2.46 HzO are required for complete hydration of 0.41 I'{g
atoms. The excesswater is bound less tightly and is known to varv in
anrount accordingto the external humidity. The observedtotal oI 3.72
HzO may very weli be the equilibrium water content for the humiditv of
the laboratory at the time of the r-ra1' exposures'This is the most likeiy
explanation. The effect of heating as a result of the 48 hour r-ray exposureshas been determinedexperimentallyas negligible'but the physical effectof r-ray bombardmenton the water moieculesis not known.
The water that was located has a large and anisotropic temperature
factor, indicating apparent larger vibration amplitudes in the (001) plane
than along Z* ('Iable 4). The large thermal parameters are interpreted to
be due mainly to random displacementsof the waters from their average
positions, rather than actual vibration. The exchangeablecation has a
slightil' Iarge,but isotropic,temperaturefactor.
This study does not provide information as to the exact distribution of
the 0.41 atoms of interlayer Mg2+ over the N{rv sitesfrom cell to ceil or of
the 0.62 atoms of water over eachoctahedralanion site. It is not possible,
therefore, to confirm or to refute the several postulated interlayer configurations mentioned in the introduction of this paper. It is reasonableto
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4. Ortrxrerrorv or ANtsornoprc TEERMAT,
Er,r,tpsotnsor WATERMor-Bcur,us
Ellipsoid
AXIS

Angles to crystal axes (o)

r.m.s

(H,O)r

mlnor
median
maJor

0.L29
0 292
0.335

1. 3 1
o ./ +
885

99
169
84

75
98
163

15
90
75

(H,o)n

mlnor
median
ma]or

o.lM
0.298
0.358

1.64
7. O 2
10 13

86
131
42

7t
134
130

22
69
86

(HzO)nr

mlnor
median
major

o.121
0.290
0.373

121
6.62
10 97

104
I47
60

81
t22
146

12
9l
78

assumethat each lIg2+ *i11 be surrounded by a hydration sheil of six
waters, and that such groups wili tend to be dispersedby mutual repulsion throughout the interlaver region. This study did not detect any
Iong-rangeordering of thesegroupsin spaceand time. Short-rangeordering was not investigated.
Interlayer thickness.Nlathieson(1958)pointed out that the d(002) value
for vermiculite in its natural state is about 0.02A greater than the correspondingd(001)value for chlorite becauseof the differencein thicknesses
of the interlayer materials.The chart below summarizesthe perpendicular distancesmeasuredin the interlayer region for severalstructuresdetermined since l,{athieson'soriginal observation.The chart shows that
the differencein interlayer thickness[2 X (ltIg-OH,HrO)] is even greater
than l'Iathieson had realized, but is partly compensatedby differencesin
the closeness
of approachof the interlayer material to the talc surface.
VermicuI'ite

(Mathieson,

1e58)
o-(oH,Hro)
Ms- (OH,H,O)

2 . 7 6L
r.I4

Vermicul.ite

(thrs
\
paper,

267L
|.17

Proclil,orite
(SteinnnK,
:f/6l)

2.7e4
0.95

Corundophyllite

'-"

,"'

,T:',
rYr6'

2 . 8 sA
0.95

Crchlorite

Fecltlor'ite

(Brot n
and
Bailey,

(Shirozu

:s6ii

196s)

2 . 8 2] \
1.01

and
Bailey,

2 . 7 sL
0.99

There are ieast two reasonswhy a vermiculite interlaver sheet should
be thicker than a chlorite brucite sheet.
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1) The radius of the exchangeable cation Mgz+ is greater than the average radius of the
brucite cations, which must be at least one-third trivalent species to maintain a positive
sheet charge,
2) Because of the large number of interlayer cation vacancies in vermiculite, there is
very Iittle sheet thinning due to shortening of diagonal shared octahedral edges. Each
occupied Mly cation site is surrounded by six vacant My cation sites, so tbat lateral cationcation repulsion is at a minimum. In chlorite there is much more lateral cation-cation repulsion within the brucite sheet. This tends to thin the sheet along Z* and to stretch it in
(001) so that there is better articulation with the lateral dimensions of the talc sbeet (Shirozu and Bailey, 1965).

The closeaverageapproach [O-HzO] of the vermiculite water plane to
the talc surface oxvgens may be due to the slight interpenetration that is
possible locally at the sites of the water vacancies. The diaeonal intern u c l e a rO - H z O d i s t a n c e so f 2 . 7 9A ( T a b l e3 ) a r es h o r t e rt h a n n o r m a l f o r
the same reason. corresponding long hydrogen bond contacts between o
and OH in other layer silicatesare in the range 2.9 to 3.0 A.
The water moleculesin the Llano vermiculite are shifted within the
(001) plane awav from their ideal positions. Because of the 3F40ya
vacanciesthe measuredcoordinatesrepresentaveragevalues in a defect
system. They indicate that on the average the water molecules shift
slightly away from the nearest talc oxygensand toward the exchangeable
cation. These shifts, illustrated in Figure 2, are believed to result from
the need for the water to maintain normal bond-lengthsboth with the
talc surfaceoxygens and with the exchangeablecations in the thick interlayer region. The result is a rotation of the octahedralwater triad about
the exchangeablecation by an averageangle of 3.3", in the same direction
as the rotation of the talc tetrahedral oxygens.Becausethe tetrahedral
rotation is twice as large as the interlayer octahedral rotation, the net result is a shorter O-HrO contact than is possiblefor the ideal positions of
the oxygens and waters.
The metal-anion distanceof 2.073A for the interlayer regionis normal
for X{g in octahedral coordination. The HzO-HzO unshared edgesof the
water triad about the exchangeablecation are shorter (2.96A) than normal as a result of the greater thickness of the interlayer sheet. As in
dioctahedrallayer silicates,the two vacant octahedraare expanded;the
vacant site-HrO distancemeasures2.I7 h and the lateral edgesof the
w a t e rt r i a d m e a s u r e
a b o u t3 . 1 6 4 t T a b l e3 ) .
GBNBsrs
The Llano vermiculite is reported to be formed by surface weathering
of phlogopite contained in magnesite.Just a few inches below the surface
the phlogopite is fresh and unaltered. The major chemical change during
the alteration has been complete replacementof interlayer K by hydrated
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llg ions. Becausethe parent phlogopiteis essentiallyiron free, oxidation
has not contributed to the alteration. However, it is possiblethat the
original chargeof the talc sheethas been reducedslightly by hydrox-"*lation of talc ox1.gens.
Single cr_vstalstud1.shows that the parent phlogopite in the Llano deposit is the 1l{ polyt1,'pe. The 2-layer s tvpe vermiculite from New
Canaan is also derived from a regular 1II phlogopite.Aside from the
chemical changes noted, two structural changes are also required to
transform a 1I{ phlogopite into the observedvermiculite structure: 1)
the 2:l talc packets must be relatively displacedby +b/3 so that they
form a regular Z-layersequence,and 2) tetrahedral Si,Ai ordering must
be developed,if not already presentin the parent.
The s vermiculite sequenceis more closell'relatedto the 1N{ structure
than to any other mica polytype becauseof the presencein both of L
type shifts within the taic sheets.The s structure can be derived from a
1XI mica, therefore, b1- linear b/3 displacementswithout rotations. A
simple l-la,u:ervermiculite can be postulated in which the sequenceof
silicate sheetsis identical to that in 1NI phologpite; no layer displacements wouid be required. This structure would have a designationIa-2.
It is noteworthl.-that this structure is not adopted.It would not permit
ordering or locai chargebalancebecausethe spacegroup requiresthat all
tetrahedra be equivalent. In addition, the unique interlayer cation site
Iies verticalll, between a tetrahedron and the center of a hexagonalring
rather than betweentwo tetrahedra.
The similaritr.of the s vermiculite structure to the parent 1M phlogopite, asidefrom the problem of Si,Al ordering,suggeststhat the relative
orientationsof the layers within the vermiculite polytypes may be controlled by the structure of the micaceousparent material. If this hypothesis is correct, it follows that the theoretical regular Z-layet sequences
p, q, and.z will be less abundant than the s sequenceand, where found,
will be derived from either a 2}ilr or 3T parent mica, both of which
contain M and N shifts within the talc sheets.Simiiar correlations can
be made for chloritic parent materials having L, I{, or N shifts. Nlost
vermiculites examined in this study have irregular stacking sequences
with extensive streaking ol k*3n reflections.The parent materials of
these vermiculites may have had random stacking sequences,common
in trioctahedralmicas and chlorites.Another possibiiity is that the reguIarity of stacking is controlled by the degree of local charge balance
possible,which in turn is dependent on the degree of Si,AI ordering
presentin the parent material or developedduring the alteration.
In interpreting the genesisof Si,Al ordering in vermiculite the observed
pattern of ordering must be considered.In any individual 2:1 taic layer
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four possibleorderingpatterns with symmetriesC2 or C1 can be adopted.
In Figure 3 these patterns are designated aA, bB, bA, and aB. The
Llano vermiculite contains a quite regular sequenceof aA and bB layers,
related to each other by a c glide plane but with occasionalmistakesin
the sequence.These mistakescan be explainedas an intercalation of bA
or aB layers in certain positions.
' . . , aA, bB, aA, bB, aA, bB, aA, bB, aA, bB, aA, . . .

1t

(1)

11

bA aB

bA

aB, aB

The positionsof intercalationhave beendeterminedby two factors.
a) The mistakes must involve the regular aiternation of {b/3 and
-b/3layer displacements.Sequence(1) above can aiso be expressedin
terms of the relative displacementdirections.
-L

-L

-L

11
T,-r

-l-

-r

-]_

t-Tt-t-Tt'

i

"

/))

t

-F,

b) Local charge balance must be maintained so that the exchangeable
cation is always between two Al-rich tetrahedra. This requires, A,b or B,a
contacts between the successivelavers in (1).
The accepted space group for the 1N,Imica polytl'peisC2f m, which requires that all eight tetrahedra in the unit cell be equivalent. Thus, we
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have the paradox that tetrahedral cation orderingis not permitted in the
spacegroup of the parent mica, but is observedin the alteration product.
It is difficult to believe that sufficient energv would be available during
surfaceweatheringto order an original disorderedSi,Al distribution. For
ideal easeof conversion the parent lNI mica should be ordered and should
have a regular sequenceof aA and bB layers, as in (1) above. A noteworthy feature of this hypothetical mica structure is that the Si,Al
ordering pattern is centrosvmmetricabout the alkali ion. This creates
Iocal chargebalancein that a Si-rich site always superimposeson an Alrich site, never Si on Si or Al on AI. Intensity calculationsfor such a 2layer model, using lavers distorted as in vermiculite but shifted into a
reflectionswould be
mica sequence,indicate that the diagnosticl:2nll
extremelv weak. No reflections of this type, or any other deviation from
C2f m synmetry, have been observedto date in either the Llano or New
Canaan phlogopites. Calculations indicate that ordering to an acentric
structure within an otherwise centrosymmetric framework would produce
negligiblechangein the distribution of the kl3n intensities,and therefore
in the N (z) test for centrosymmetry.For thesereasonsthe problems of
the true symmetry of the parent phlogopite and the genesisof the Si,Al
orderingin the vermiculite remain in doubt.
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